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Introduction
• A magnet design with simple f lat racetrack coils with large bend radius
• Achieves similar ly high gradients as those achieved in cosine theta designs

• Modular design uses coil modules (cassettes) that allows rapid turn 
around cost effective magnet R& D.

• One can vary the quadrupole aperture and even the magnet type 
(quadrupole, common coil, open midplane dipole, etc) using the same 
cassettes (modules)

• Allows both “ Wind &  React”  &  “ React &  Wind”

SUMMARY
It is possible to design high  gradient quadrupoles with flat racetrack coils 
using “ Modular Design” . The design consists of simp le coils  that can be 
stacked as cassettes for carrying out a systematic  and a variety o f magnet 
“ R&D” in a “ Modular Program” . One can use the same coil modules in 
making an “ Open Midplane Dipole” or a “ Common Coi l Dipole” . One can  
use this design for both “ Wind & React” or “ React & Wind” and is also  
suitable for HTS. Modular program is a cost-effective and rapid-turn-
around R&D program. Such R&D is particularly useful in the early stages 
of an accelerator program where the magnet and latt ice parameters cannot 
be frozen without a feedback from proof-of principal magnets.
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In addit ion to b6, b10, b14 , …, one 
also gets a6, a10, a14 ,… These 
harmonics need to be minimized.

NOTE: The design needs about twice the conductor. But for a few high performance 
magnets, conductor cost is only a fraction of overall  magnet development cost.

Type A: Simpler

This is not 8 fold symmetric.

Type B: Symmetr ic

No skew har monics due to symmetr y. 
Relatively more complex str ucture. 
M ay have lower  peak f ield. Note peak 
f ield is not a maj or  concern for HTS.
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Cross-section of a Quadrant - made of 2 coils
(ideal eight fold quad symmetry - mirror symmetry at 45o)

Quadrupole with al l 8 coi ls 
In this design, horizontal (or vert ical) 

coils must interleave in to other. 

A bobbin-less coi l

Most field comes f rom A+ (return A-) and B-( return B+). 
B+ and A- make posi tive but only a smal l contribution.
NOTE: The design needs about  twice the conductor!

Full  
Model
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None of 
these 

designs were 
efficient in 
generating 

high gradient 

Peak Field

Field for 
gradient
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• The key is to have conductor at or near the midplane (@ quad radius).
Quadrupole is different from dipole. Gradient implies increasing field on 
coil as one moves outward within the aperture. We loose substantially if 
conductor at midplane does not determine the field gradient. 

OPERA2d model of the octant of 
a 2 layer, 90 mm aperture LARP 
“Modular Quadrupole Design” .

Je = 1000 A/mm2 generates a 
gradient of ~284 T/m. 

Quench gradient ~258 T/m 
for Jc = 3000 A/mm2 (4.2K, 12T).

This is similar to what is 
obtained in compet ing 
cosine theta designs.

An octant

Quadrant
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Dipole Field

Quadrupole Gradient

Dipo le: B=-muo  Jo/2 *t
Quad:  G=-muo jo/2 ln(1+t/a)
t  = coil th ickness
a = coil readius

High gradient quadrupole 
design dif fer significantly from 
those for high field dipoles. 

In dipole f ield B ∝∝∝∝ “ t” (coil 
thickness), irrespective of the 
coil radius (“ a” ); in quadr upole 
field gradient G ∝∝∝∝ “ log(1+t/a)” . 
Fur ther more, to achieve high 
gradients in quadr upoles, it is 
much more important that the 
conductor is placed close to the 
coil radius at the midplane. 
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One can study different aperture using the same coi ls in R&D magnets.
Final magnet design wil l be more optimized for a particular aperture, but 
this concept offer s a cost-effective and fast turn around method to 
study most technical issues. 

Coi ls are moved away from the center 
in going from 

green aperture (90 mm)
to       red aperture (140 mm). 

A flexible and economical design/method to 
study various aperture and f ield gradient 
combinations is useful at this stage, as the 
magnet parameters can not be fixed yet. 
In fact, this feed back should help machine 
physicist to choose a set of parameters that 
represents an overall optimum from both 
magnet and beam optics point of view.
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• Design is consisted of simple, flat, stackable, racetrack coi l modules

• Posit ive experience with common coil  program

• Fast and cost effective to start and to carry out systematic R&D

• Large variat ions in cable, coil and magnet parameters can be 
accommodated (such deviations are encountered during R&D phase)

• More unique R&D features for “ proof-of-principle”  magnets

• To increase f ield gradient by simply adding more coil modules

• To increase aperture move coi ls further out. This should help 
determine aperture and f ield gradient combination for beam optics by 
building and demonstrating a magnet at an early stage. 
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The support structures need to be designed to accommodate such provisions or 
it may be better to design separate structures for different applications.
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An Octant

Main coil

Return coil
Main co il in 
o ther octant

Main coil

Return coil
Main co il in 
o ther octant

90 mm aperture LARP quadrupole design optimized for field 
quality with RACE2DOPT 
(Thank you Pat Thompson for this program). 

Field harmonics optimized with 
RACE2DOPT at 30 mm reference 
radius (2/3 of coil radius). 

Harmonic Value 
b6 0.005 
b10 -0.004 
b14 0.003   
b18 0.000 

NOTE: The 2-d harmonics 
are essentially zero
(within construction er rors)
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Asymmetric 2-layer design. Number of turns, transfer function, 
etc. are similar to symmetric design. 
(Peak field found higher in this particular design)

Field harmonics optimized with 
RACE2DOPT at 30 mm reference 
radius (2/3 of coil radius). 

NOTE: The 2-d harmonics 
are essent ially zero
(within construct ion errors)

A Quadrant

One double-pancake 
+ extra turn(s)
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Make them two double-pancakes 
(A variation in design:  upper pole 

turn may return on upper sid e)

Field harmonics optimized with 
RACE2DOPT at 30 mm reference 
radius (2/3 of coil radius). 

The 2-d harmonics are small

Relat ive increase in transfer 
funct ion (in 3 layer design, as 
compared to in 2 layer) : ~28% 
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Primary goal:

Develop a r acetrack quadrupole design that can gener ate a f ield gradient 

comparable to that created by cosine theta designs

Constraints:

For a few key IR magnets, the design should be eff icient in creating field 

gradient; it need not be eff icient in minimizing the conductor  usages.

Advantages:

Dur ing the r eaction process in long magnets, simple flat racetrack coils are less 

prone to damage or degradation in cri tical ends and tr ansition r egions.

Racetrack coils (and associated tooling) are faster  and more economical to build. 

I t allows a modular  design and modular  R& D program.

Can make program flexible and versatile. One can use the same coils for  var ying 

quad aperture or  even magnet type (quad or dipole) dur ing the R& D phase.
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Complete Model Need only 1/4 model
(with proper boundary conditions)

Quest ion: Is it possible to develop a good magnetic design?

Magnetic Midplane need not be at the 
conventional location (may need a rotation)
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Support s tructure and assembly

Concepts need to evolve 

(start with a few structures before selecting one)

• One can be creative here.

• Think geometry --- it’s different! 
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Coils of modular design in a short magnet. 
The simplest way of interleaving coils 
creates a magnetic asymmetry in the ends 
between the horizontal and vertical planes 
(generates a non-zero octupoleharmonic). 

The magnitude of the field as a function of axial 
position on the horizontal axis (black full line) and 
vertical axis mm (dashed red line) at a distance of 
30 mm from the origin. The integral value is listed 
at the bottom of the picture. 
The difference between the two integrals is the 
measure of integral asymmetry. 

Match average coil 
lengths for hori zontal 
and vertical  coils.

(Or use additional 
small coils in the end).

Without shield

With shield

I ron 
Shield
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Steve Peggs not iced 
that th e desig n 
naturally leaves a 
field f ree space that  
can be u sed by 
another beam in crab 
cavity opt ics.


